4 three centuries now, and readers who undertook to read them in their entirety discovered that Jack's character-to say nothing of his characteristic irony and wit-has actually all but disappeared, like gold one might say beaten to more than an airy thinness. Indeed this remarkable absence of the youthful, secular poet became in turn a kind of critical problem, one that stimulated at least two approaches. The first examined Donne's sermonic eloquence with minimal reference to the character of the sermonizer. The editors of the modern collection, for example, discuss several instances of various figures of rhetoric, which they call "the literary value of Donne's sermons" (I.83-103) . Other notable achievements in this approach include Winfried Schleiner's study of the clusters of imagery. ix The second approach goes farther in seeking to describe the character of the sermonizer, this Dr. Donne, but like the first approach it offers neither expectation nor hope of finding "the man of the world beneath the surplice." This approach antedated the appearance of the modern collection, having been impelled in part by T. S. Eliot, whose critical writings decades ago cautioned us about overrating Donne as either poet or preacher. Eliot compared Donne's then-available sermons unfavorably with those of Donne's great contemporary, Anglican Bishop Lancelot Andrewes (1555-1626), partly because Andrewes was always "wholly in his subject, unaware of anything else," whereas Donne seemed to use his subject as a "refuge . . . from the tumults of a strong emotional temperament." But Eliot overstates his case, particularly when he describes Donne as "a little of the religious spellbinder . . . the flesh-creeper, the sorcerer of emotional orgy."
x He offsets Donne's occasionally electric presence with Andrewes' more consistent and readily accessible calmness and purity, thereby surely rationalizing Dr. Donne's 5 popularity with those who prefer taking him in small doses.
A dead end of this second approach is represented by the extensive, uneven index of the modern collection. In his preface Troy D. Reeves expresses surprise in discovering that Dr. Donne "seldom alludes to himself," having found in the one hundred and sixty sermons "fewer than twenty-five personal references, and only two of these are anecdotal." Thus for Reeves the sermons seem "impersonal," and he comments that they "could have been preached -delivered -by virtually any parish priest in England."
xi But
Reeves ignores the kind of personalism at work in the sermons.
By contrast, William R. Mueller's well-regarded study, John Donne: Preacher, which appeared in the same year as the final volume of the modern collection, finds that in his sermons Donne reflects prominently "upon his own person and upon his own congregation." xii Mueller, in short, argues that within the sermons there is a certain unique personalism that contributes to Donne's preacherly effectiveness, a personalism arising from the interrelations of speaker, speech, and audience. More recently, Gregory Kneidel shows that Donne in his four sermons on the conversion of St. Paul assumes a Pauline style and manner. Kneidel, who intends to reframe questions perennially raised about the nature of Jack Donne's conversion, offers a rhetorical analysis that pays particular attention to Donne's "pastoral self-portrait," his ethos, in these sermons.
xiii
This shift toward an emphasis on ethos amounts to examining Donne's sermonizing role not so much for its bearing on biography as for its efficacy in making an argument cogent and persuasive to an audience. Style and manner are involved, of course, as are shared values, but so too is acting, for all speakers suppress some characteristics and assume or emphasize others. For evidence that Donne was interested in role playing, 6 and was very good at it, one need only consider his poems, secular as well as sacredmost of which vividly place a definable speaker within a dramatic situation; at least a couple of these poems have gender-reversals (surprisingly, for this pridefully masculine poet). One might also consider his letters, his other prose, and for that matter his contemporary reputation as a great frequenter of plays.
xiv
In the printed sermons, of course, delivery-the actor's sine qua non, a quality for which Donne was famous and which may have accounted for his immense popularity xvis missing. Also missing, for that matter, are priestly costume and setting. We know, Manicheanism), in middle age both had care of their mothers, both achieved fame as learned preachers. More importantly, by midpoint in their lives, both had abandoned a certain "perversity." The word is Kenneth Burke's, who argues that when Augustine gave up his career as a teacher of rhetoric to become a Christian saint, he turned away from pursuing anything for its own sake rather than for God's sake. xix Donne too-the point has not been sufficiently recognized-abandoned perversity in that sense. In his case, however, he turned not from the study of rhetoric but from the pursuit of an ingenuity and, frequently, a moral defiance which comprise the wit heard in Jack's poetry.
Nonetheless, as with Augustine, perversity proved sporadically irrepressible. This is one of several points where the pairing with Andrewes becomes contrastive. Nowhere in Andrewes' highly influential sermons do we find such sporadic perversity as we do in Donne, the sort of perversity which spurs the latter, for example, to ask whether the saints in this life never get a vacation from assiduously serving God, who after all himself took a break on the seventh day (VIII.52-53). Let me cite two further examples which may be more directly contrasted with passages in Andrewes. Donne, with a nod toward Luther, posits a list of questions God has forbidden us to ask. Among them, why we should worship a God whom we must petition not to lead us into temptation (VI.188)? The list is vivid, making the inquiries resemble praeteritio (in that we may not have thought of them on our own) and confirming Donne's point about the restless mind's sinful impulses. Second, in another sermon he wonders why, if Jesus's body was so tightly bound in a winding sheet after the Jewish custom, a couple of women could possibly hope to re-embalm it, let alone roll the grave-stone aside .
For Andrewes the petition not to lead us into temptation has mainly sequential significance, coming as it does in the Lord's Prayer after the petition that our past sins ("debts" or "trespasses") be forgiven. We are, Andrewes sermonizes, in most danger of Satan's wiles when we have been "restored out of the state of sin into the state of grace."
9
The women coming to the Tomb came-as Donne too insists-out of exemplary devotion; they gave no thought to moving the stone, out of a "love that will wrestle with love" (IX.103-104). Christ's "fullness" was "not fully expressed in the Hypostaticall union of the two natures; God and Man in the person of Christ"; rather, his "fullness" lies in his "continuall administration of his church" (IV.289), a church based on tradition, standing in a "middle way" between Roman Catholicism and other reformed churches, and infused with a new and growing political identity, wherein the English king has displaced the pope as temporal head. The fear which compounds this majestic love of Christ, King, and church comes from our awe at power. And it also comes, above all, from our dread of judgment. Christ is at once our King and our judge. These images become prods to our emotions in sermons aimed at our conscience.
A function of rhetoric, Dr. Donne says, is to "make absent and remote things present to your understanding" (IV.87). To "rhetoricate" is to stir the emotions (VII.203).
He does not abandon those ends or simply relegate them to Christ's image as a remote and analogous royalty who will eventually return to judge us all. He serves them partly through comparisons, metaphors, and epithets which appeal to the audience's emotions and which serve at the same time to expand Christ's image. Some of these are conventional, some less so. xxv Wisdom is the epithet Donne throughout his sermons uses most frequently for Christ. When he calls Christ Wisdom he means not only "intelligence," such as that which eternally governs "that spheare, the Christian Church"
(III.369)-the metaphor is drawn from Donne's contemporary cosmology-but he also means, more importantly, Christ's place within the Trinity: the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, for which the words Power, Wisdom, and Goodness are respectively equivalent. Thereby Christ, this "Delegate of the Trinity" (VIII.58), is rhetoricated in Donne's sermons as a wise and knowing judge-to be approached with trepidation and anguished pleas for forgiveness (III.163). He is, moreover, the very judge in whose murder we are all complicit, a recurring theme that makes the Crucifixion a major rhetoricating element.
In all these comparisons Donne's rhetorical invention appears motivated not simply by the needs of his audience (including such special ones as those at Court or at Donne does not always treat consistently; I shall return to this point). It also recurs to and augurs Christ's own skill as judge of our lives and continues to expand Christ's image.
Within the Trinity Christ as Wisdom is "rectified Reason," unlike that "Reason" Donne refers to in a Holy Sonnet, "viceroy" of the "three-person'd God" which is woefully "captiv'd" within us in this life. The Holy Ghost that abides with us in this life is "rectified Conscience" (V.66), the very "rectified Conscience" which gives us a longed-for "rest" (V.194, 207 Because "in the profession of Christ the whole Trinity is professed" (IX.55)-the position throws down the gauntlet and makes non-Christians of those Protestants who are beginning to think otherwise.
As the Second Person, Christ "was the occasion before, and is the consummation after, of all Scripture" (V.132). He was "not onely the Essentiall Word . . . but the very written word too" (VII.400). He infuses Scripture-so much so that, as Donne argues in a sermon examined at the end of this section, any change in "Canonicall Scripture" affects our image of Christ, whose voice echoes through the prophecies, unrest, and longing of the Old Testament. As Wisdom he spoke the proverbs of Solomon (III.328). If the effect further disperses the Christ of the Gospels and blurs his distinct identity, it nonetheless elevates the central importance of community, tradition, and the Trinity. As potentate, God himself at times uses the royal "we" (IX.58-59), but when he speaks as creator-as in "let us make man"-he speaks as a trinity, a theme Donne dwells upon. In an ultimate blurring of lines, Donne argues that the Incarnation places us in the godhead, and the Holy Ghost places Christ in us (IX.x). Thereby, everyone who becomes Christian becomes someone whose individuality is dissolved-or should be-into a greater whole.
When we put on the "garment" of Christ-when his "Image" is restored in us, as In a long discussion of this third point and in the long conclusion which follows, Donne returns again and again to the text, urging his congregation to be cautious about what they hear, to strive to distinguish God's voice from man's and from Satan's. All speak to us, after all. "Above, in heaven, in his decrees, [God] speaks to himselfe, to the Trinity: In the Church, and in the execution of those decrees, he speakes to thee" (412).
The advice seems to have particular application to a matter Donne touched on carefully just before the conclusion, the argument premised once more on analogy:
The Church is the spouse of Christ: Christians (or for that matter anyone who has so much as heard the Gospel) forego or abandon at their extreme peril. Ominously, an argument that echoes through Donne's sermons employs a central concept he found intriguing in his other prose and poetry, the idea of "nothing"; its theological point is that our souls were made out of "nothing" but "nothing can make thee nothing" again (VIII.283). Here in this lesson is surely the greatest source of anguish, both to Dr. Donne and to his congregations. Oblivion is impossible. Final judgment, the fulfilling of our contract with God through Christ, is therefore ineluctable-and to be feared.
At our Baptism we are delivered over to many tribulations (V.110), in a life that is a "warfare" (V.281). Christ, who did not dispute or flatter but promise (VII.13), promised us above all "rest," which seems to mean a less troubled conscience in this life and eternal peace in the next (V.ix). But to our horror we carry into Christ's presence in this life a "menstruous conscience, and an ugly face, in which his Image, by which he should know me, is utterly defaced"-this passage, echoing his Goodfriday poem of perhaps a 25 decade earlier, is spoken just before one of the famous passages in which Dr. Donne movingly describes his failure to keep his mind focused when he is praying privately (V.249-50), challenging us to consider his failure as in any way different from our own attempts. The world in which we find ourselves is "various" and "vicissitudinary" (IX.63). Man has four names in Scripture, three of which mean "misery" (IX.61). Only one child, Zoroaster, "laughed at his birth"; the rest of us Donne says, Learlike, came crying hither (VI.333). And we came "to seeke a grave" (X.233). Continually, the mood is further rhetoricated by recurrence to the image of Christ crucified, and continually the eloquent and repentant "I" reflects the hearers, too.
Because of the centrality and importance of the conscience as his target, in reviewing Donne's sermons I have not observed a major tenet of rhetoric, which always insists upon the unique characteristics of the particular audience for whom the discourse is designed. As priest Donne spoke in several places, with audiences before him at St. First, he seemed to conceive of his audience as consisting largely of the wealthy, powerful, and educated, even when he was speaking outside Whitehall and Lincoln's Inn.
"Estate" may be a collective noun. But Donne narrows its focus to estate holders, including those privileged enough to sinfully spend their time in "unnecessary sleep," or "superfluous sittings at feasts," or "curiosity in dressing," and leave a tomb with "gold or marble . . . bestowed upon it" (X.96). Moreover, his implied audience also consisted of those who had read the Bible and for whom learned allusions, subtle theological points, and Latin, Greek, or Hebrew references would be either appealing or impressive. In his elegy written upon Dr. Donne's death, Richard Busby acknowledges that Donne's sermons, however powerful in delivery, may have been too intellectual for the common man. The virtual exclusion of classes below the privileged from all conscious address is a delimiting characteristic of Donne's ethos in the printed sermons, curiously inconsonant with the image of our "pattern" and "Example" (VIII.187) and God's ostensible ambition to have us all.
Second, it seems he addressed primarily men. "Man" too may be a collective noun. But Donne's sermon praising the devotion of the women who came to the Tomb on Easter morning (IX.viii) pays discrete attention to women and thereby makes a conscious shift in his focus, as do his scattered remarks on women's inferiority (VI.94; VII.419).
Woman, he notes, was created by fiat, not like man by deliberation of the Trinity (II.337).
In an important respect, however, these are cultural reflections-Bishop Andrewes offering a notable exception. xxxix Donne is also deeply aware of the ongoing catholic tradition in which feminine nature has a variable prominence-as in Marianism for example, or, better, in the ancient practice of referring to the soul as "she" (whose feminine nature Dr. Donne dramatizes in the sonnet "Batter my heart"). Although for the most part the Trinity, his own ethos, and the central conception of his audience form a "masculine collectivity," he could never consciously exclude the vital elements within the body of Christ which are themselves essentially feminine. xl Like Jack Donne who in at least one poem dramatized himself as a woman (Break of Day), Dr. Donne recognized that as pastor he has female roles to perform (VI.92), that the Christian conscience was exemplified by Esther (V.xi), that the congregation also consists of the "daughters" of God (VI.283), that the church of which we are members is the "spouse" of Christ (VII.325), and that Christ sits upon the church-Donne says in a metaphor that would be far-fetched were it not based in tradition-like a hen upon her eggs (IX.263).
xli To this audience Dr. Donne presents an ethos as a privileged, highly educated man with certain admirably feminine characteristics burdened by the revealed truth and its traditions, who as a result of that truth and those traditions is necessarily also burdened with a troubled conscience, a repentant sinner who has-with effort-abandoned his individuality for membership in Christ's mystical body. But, as always with Donne, brief summaries lack resonance and can be more onerous than comparisons.
As priest he offers a method of instruction that is at times inconsistent, one that counters his vaunted reliance on knowledge and reason. He trumps all learning with a return to the urgency of repentance. As a learned believer he finds the image of Christ extending, as noted, through the actions of the triune God, and thus infusing not only the Scriptures but also the writings of the church fathers-Augustine, above all, and It is no surprise, then, to discover that Donne's most consistent reasoning stems less from logic than from rhetoric and emotion: our search for belief is compelled by the recognizable and uniform necessity to acknowledge our sins, beg for forgiveness, and seek repentance even for sins hidden from our conscience (e.g., V.320)-the passage echoes the argument in his famous Hymne to God the Father ("When thou hast done, thou hast not done,/For, I have more"). Our quest for forgiveness sends us to the God whom we have murdered, the Person who will return to judge us, and whose death ransomed us for Adam's disobedience. So posed the situation is virtually selfrhetoricating and independent of the learning that suffuses the sermons. Our greatest wisdom (or so says this man who does not carry his own learning lightly) is the knowledge of Christ crucified (IX.88). The troubled Christian conscience is in sum not 29 only Donne's target but also the resting point of all his theological groping and inconsistencies.
As a man he shares with his audience the burdens not only of a sin committed at the very outset of human history six thousand years ago but also of the propitiation for that sin, the contract with God which had to be sealed with the blood of Jesus. As repentant sinner and preacher he exemplifies the Christian life in its absorption into the church, the mystical body of Christ. To search the sermons for shards of autobiography is, thereby, beside the point-at least, beside the rhetorical point, for it localizes and narrows Dr. Donne's intention, reducing his rhetorical masterwork to scattered passages, the very passages which ironically offer the best test of my thesis.
For example, an early sermon preached at Lincoln's Inn contains a passage that seems patently autobiographical, in which Dr. Donne seems to look back at Jack Donne, whose reputation as a rowdy student of law in that very place twenty-five years earlier If one were to remove Jeremiah's voice, and abstract the passage beginning with "I preach but the sense of Gods indignation . . ." and ending with "the sinfull history of mine own youth," then Donne's "youthful profligacy" would seem to be the subject. Donne proceeds rapidly to a division. To his poet's mind the key terms are rich in meaning. First, "this issue of death is liberatio à morte, a deliverance from death": God delivers us from a kind of death in the womb by delivering us over to "another death, the manifold deathes of this world," not the least of which is our bodily death with its "corruption and putrefaction and vermiculation and incineration" and finally dispersion into dust in the grave. Second, this issue of death is a "liberatio in morte," as God determines the kind of death we shall have. The third and final issue is a "liberatio per mortem," a deliverance from death altogether by virtue of our salvation achieved through Christ's crucifixion. This third concludes the sermon by taking us "through some of those steps which God the Lord made to his issue of death" on his last day, from the hour he "received the passeover on Thursday unto the hour in which hee dyed the next day."
The conclusion wraps up all, not simply the sermon itself but the whole of 
